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Revision Exercise 3

^1& (i)  Write down a ratio equivalent to 2 : 8 : 5.
 (ii)  Write down the number of faces, edges and vertices of a square pyramid.
 (iii)  Write down 21 5  as a decimal number.
 (iv)  Find the value of  64 − 125 ÷ 5' 
 (v)  Solve  2x + 8 = 16. 
 (vi) Write down the ratio 14 : 49 : 35 in its simplest form.
 (vii)  Find the highest common factor and least common multiple of 63 and 42.
 (viii)  Construct the straight line segment AB of length 6 cm.
 (ix)  Construct a circle of radius 4 cm.
 (x) Write down the number of faces, edges and vertices in a triangular prism.
 (xi)  Write down all possible outcomes of the experiment of rolling an unbiased 

cubic die which has its six sides marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
 (xii)  The length and width of a rectangular land drawn to the scale 1 : 200 are               

7 cm and 2.5 cm respectively. Find the actual length and width of the land. 
 (xiii)  In a nutritious instant food packet, green gram, 

soya and rice are mixed in the ratio 1 : 1 : 3. Find 
the amount of rice that is included in one such 
100 g food packet. 

 (xiv)  Write down Euler’s relationship.
(xv)  Construct an equilateral triangle of side length 8 cm. 

Name it ABC.

^2& The floor plan of a restroom in a tourist inn is shown below. 

A - Living room
B - Room

C - Toilet
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   (i)  The living room is square 
shaped. What is the length of 
a side of this room?

  (ii) Find the area of the living 
room. 

 (iii) Find the area of the room.
 (iv)  Find the area of the toilet.
 (v) Find the total perimeter of 

the restroom.
 (vi) It is required to tile the floor of the room with 50 cm  × 50 cm square 

tiles. Find the number of tiles that can be laid in a widthwise row and the 
number of tiles that can be laid in a lengthwise row. Thereby, obtain the 
total number of tiles that is required for this purpose. 
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(vii) Draw a scale diagram of this floor plan using the scale 1 : 100. 
(viii) What is the ratio of the length of the room to that of the toilet?

^3& (a) It has been decided to recruit male and female workers to a newly opened 
garment factory in the ratio 4 : 9. 
(i) If the total number of workers that are to be recruited is 260, find separately, 

the number of male and female workers that are to be recruited.
(ii)The ratio of the monthly salary of a male worker to that of a female worker 

is 5 : 4. If the monthly salary of a female worker is Rs 24 000, find the 
monthly salary of a male worker. 

^4& 25 contestants participated in the 1st round of a poetry recitation competition.  12 
contestants qualified for the 2nd round. 
(i)  Express the number of contestants who qualified for the 2nd round as a fraction 

of the total number of contestants. 
(ii) Express the number of contestants who qualified for the 2nd round as a 

percentage of the total number of contestants. 

^5& An incomplete figure of a motor car which has been drawn in a Cartesian plane 
is shown here. 
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(i) Draw this diagram in a Cartesian plane.
 (ii) Which point is represented by the ordered pair (4,7)?
(iii) Write down the coordinates of the points A, P, B, C, D, E and F as ordered   
       pairs.
(iv)  If the coordinates of the centre of the back wheel is (7, 1), mark this centre 

and draw the wheel.
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^6& (i) Construct a circle of radius 6 cm.
(ii) Construct a regular hexagon with its vertices on this circle.

(iii) Construct an equilateral triangle on each side of the hexagon, external to it.
(iv) Find the perimeter of one of the two largest triangles that you get when you 

complete the above step.
(v)  What is the shape you get when you connect the vertices of the 6 equilateral 

triangles that do not lie on the original hexagon?

^7&   (i) 5 m is represented by 1 cm in a scale diagram. Express this scale as a ratio. 
 (ii) Find the actual length of a house which is represented by 8 cm in a scale 

diagram drawn to the scale 1: 200. 
 (iii)The length of a school building is 20 m and its width is 6 m. Draw a scale 

diagram of this building using the scale 1 : 100. 

^8& A net of a solid object is shown here. There are 6 equal squares of side                     
length 6 cm. 

  (i) Write down the name of the solid that can be  
constructed by folding along the dotted lines.

(ii) Considering the number of vertices, edges and 
faces of this solid object, show that Euler’s 
relationship is satisfied by these values.

(iii) Obtain the total surface area of the solid by 
finding the area of each face. 

(iv) Find the length of an edge of a solid of the same shape whose total surface 
area is 384 cm2. 

(v) Show that the volume of that solid is 512 cm3. 

^9& A prism is shown in the figure. The triangular faces are isosceles.  
10 cm

6 cm

8 cm

(i) Draw the 3 rectangular faces of the 
prism separately and mark their 
dimensions.

(ii) Find the area of each of these faces 
separately.

(iii)  There are 10 edges and 6 vertices in a solid with plane faces. Find the number 
of faces that the solid has using Euler’s relationship. 
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^10& (i) From the following plane shapes, select the ones that can be used for pure 
tessellation. 

   

^a& ^b& ^c& ^d&

 (ii) Select and separately write down the pure tessellations and the semi pure 
tessellation.

  

^a& ^b& ^c&

^11& The marks obtained by a student during 3 terms for Mathematics, Science and 
English are shown in the multiple column graph. 
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 (i) Which subject shows a continuous increase in the marks?
(ii)  For which subject has the student obtained identical marks in two terms?

(iii) By how many marks has the total marks obtained in the 3rd term for all 3 
subjects increased when compared with the total marks obtained in the 1st 
term for all 3 subjects?

^12& If each employee is provided with 7.5 metres of material to sew uniforms, 
calculate the number of metres of material that is required for 12 employees.

^13& If the thickness of a DVD is 2.3 mm, find the thickness of a package consisting 
of 5 such DVDs.

Term



Lesson Sequence
Content Number of Periods Competency levels

First Term
1.  Bilateral Symmetry
2.  Sets
3.  Mathematical Operations on Whole 

Numbers
4.   Factors and Multiples
5.   Indices
6.   Time
7.   Parallel  Straight Lines
8.   Directed Numbers
9.   Angles 

05
05
04

11
06
05
03
06
07

25.1
30.1
1.1

1.3, 1.4
6.1
12.1
27.1
1.2

21.1, 21.2      
52

Second Term
10. Fractions
11. Decimals
12. Algebraic Expressions
13. Mass
14. Rectilinear Plane Figures
15. Equations and Formulae
16. Length
17. Area
18. Circles
19. Volume
20. Liquid Measurements

10
05
06
06
06
08
08
06
04
05
04

3.1
3.2
14.1, 14.2
9.1
23.1, 23.2
17.1, 19.1
7.1, 7.2
8.1
24.1
10.1
11.1

68
Third Term
21. Ratios
22. Percentages
23. Cartesian Plane
24. Construction of Plane Figures
25. Solids
26. Data Representation and 
      Interpretation
27. Scale Diagrams
28. Tessellation
29. Likelihood of an Event Occurring

 05
05
05
05
05
08

06
05
06

4.1
5.1
20.1
27.2
22.1, 22.2
28.1, 29.1

13.1
26.1
31.1, 31.2

50
                               Total         170



Acute - angled triangle  iq¿ fldaKS ;s%fldaKh $u;q;Nfhz Kf;Nfhzp

Area  j¾.M,h           gug;gsT

Biased   keUqre           rkNeu;jftw;w

Category  m%j¾.           tifFwp

Centre   flakaøh          ikak

Circle  jD;a;h           tl;lk;
Closed plane figures  ixjD; ;,rEm %ba jsTU

Column graph/ bar graph ;Sr m%ia;dr           ryhif tiuG

Compound plane figures  ixhqla; ;,rEm      $l;Lj; jsTUf;fs    
Concave polygon  wj;, nyq-wi%h FopTg; gy;Nfhzp;

Construction   ks¾udKh         mikg;G

Convex polygon  W;a;, nyq-wi%h FtpTg; gy;Nfhzp

Cartesian plane  ldàiSh ;,h            njf;fhl;bd; jsk;

Coordinates of a point ,laIHhl LKavdxl   Gs;spnahd;wpd; Ms;$Wfs

Cube       >klh     rJuKfp

Cuboid   >kldNh        fdTU

Data  o;a;           juTfs;

Desired units  wNsu; tall     vNjr;ir myFfs;

Diameter  úIalïNh           tpl;lk

Edge  odrh           tpspk;G

Equilateral triangle  iumdo ;s%fldaKh rkgf;f Kf;Nfhzp

Equilateral triangle  iumdo ;s%fldaKh rkgf;f Kf;Nfhzp

Euler’s relationship  Ths,¾f.a iïnkaO;dj xapyupd; njhlu;G

Event  isoaê           epfo;r;rp

Experiment  mÍlaIK           gupNrhjid

Face    uqyqK;           Kfk;

Formula      iQ;%h           #;jpuk;

Information  f;dr;=re jfty;fs

Isosceles triangle   iuoaúmdo ;s%fldaKh ,Urkgf;f Kf;Nfhzp

Length   È.           ePsk;;

Line segment   ir, f¾Ld LKavh  Neu;Nfhl;Lj; Jz;lk;

Liquid measurements   øj ñkqï     jput mstPLfs;

Multiple-column graph  nyq ;Sr m%ia;dr         $l;Lr; ryhif tiuG

Obtuse - angled triangle  uyd fldaKS ;s%fldaKh tpupNfhz Kf;Nfhzp

Occurrence   isÿ ùu           epfo;T / Neu;if

Origin  uQ, ,laIHh           cw;gj;jp

Glossary



Pair of compasses  ljlgqj           ftuhak;

Percentage  m%;sY;h           rjtPjk;

Perimeter  mßñ;sh           Rw;wsT;

Polygon  nyq wi%h gy;Nfhzp;

Prism   ms%iauh           mupak;

Probability  iïNdú;dj           epfo;jfT

Pure tessellation  Y=oaO fgi,dlrKh   J}a njryhf;fk

Pyramid  msróvh           $k;gfk;

Radius   wrh           Miu

Random event  wyUq isÿùï            vOkhw;W epfo;T

Ratio    wkqmd;h         tpfpjk; 

Rectangle  RcqfldaKdi%h        nrt;tfk;

Regular hexagon  iúê Ivi%h xOq;fhd mWNfhzp

Regular polygon  iúê nyq-wi%h  xOq;fhd gy;Nfhzp

Right angled triangle  Rcq fldaKS ;s%fldaKh nrq;Nfhz Kf;Nfhzp

Scale   mßudKh           mstpil

Scale diagram  mßudK rEm           mstpil g;glk;

Scalene triangle  úIu ;s%fldaKh rkdpy;gf;f Kf;Nfhzp;

Semi - pure tessellation  w¾O Y=oaO fgi,dlrKh  miuj; J}a njryhf;fk 

Shapes  yev;,           tbtq;fs;

Solids  >k jia;=           jpz;kq;fs;

Square  iup;=ri%h           rJuk;

Square pyramid   iup;=ri% msróvh   rJuf; $k;gfk;

Standard units  iïu; tall    epak myFfs; 

Straight edge   ir, odrh           Neu; tpspk;G 

Tessellation  fgi,dlrKh         njryhf;fk;

Triangle ;s%fldaKh Kf;Nfhzp

Triangular prism   ;s%fldaK ms%iauh     Kf;Nfhz mupak;

Unbiased  fkdkeUqre         rkNeu;jfTila

Units   tall           myFfs;

Vertex   YS¾Ih              cr;rp

Volume  mßudj          fdtsT

x - axis x  wlaIh      x mr;R

y - axis  y  wlaIh           y  mr;R

x - coordinate  x - LKavdxlh x  Ms;$W

y - coordinate  y - LKavdxlh          y  Ms;$W


